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NAKED in front of Me, powerless to resist and mentally bound to accept My every suggestion... 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
Sales price $35.00

Ask a question about this product 

Description 

Session Length: 54 minutes
Sample: LINK

WARNING:  This session contains powerful psychological conditioning that may push you well
beyond your hard limits.  Although this session does give you an option to ignore the more
compulsive suggestions, the very nature of these suggestions will, over time, alter your
perception of submission to Me.  For those that are prone to fatalism you should be especially
cautious since, with repeated listens, you will be extremely susceptible to the suggestions.  If
you do feel compelled to share with Me please do so in a confidential and secure manner.  DO
NOT SEND SENSITIVE material over text nor the internet.  I will provide options for you if you
need them.

My puppy, My pet, My slave, you are here because you have a longing to submit to Me more
completely and deep inside you have a compulsion to surrender more and more to My authority
and control.  This motivation is always there and that's because I have skillfully conditioned you
to crave My voice and to seek My attention just so you can fall DEEPER into My world of
supreme inescapable domination.
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This is not by chance, My slave, this is by design!  By now you know how powerful My sessions
can be and how REAL My behavioral modification is on the submissive you.  Initially My
sessions were just an extension of your eroticism for hypnosis, fetishes and female domination
but with each listen the sense of fatalism to My control only grows.  Although you may dismiss
these thoughts as fantasies deep down you know I am a permanent part of you now and day by
day your Domina, your Princess, is converting you into My perfected slave.

In this session I am going to demonstrate just how compulsive My control is and how compelling
My domination is on your subjugated mind.  Using a progressive trance I will strip away all your
defenses until you are left utterly NAKED in front of Me, powerless to resist and mentally bound
to accept My every suggestion.  Make no mistake, this is serious psychological conditioning and
I use your vulnerability to strip away any sense of power you have so you understand just how
powerless you are to Me.  And in this susceptible state I plant a seed in your mind that will
forever change you.  you will be left conflicted, both aroused and impotent, lost yet found, and
with successive listens your fate will be decided.

My slave, this session is fundamentally about TRUST, but I understand if these suggestions
push you beyond your current limits.  If I am to be your Domina and QUEEN, to reign over all of
you, this is a step you must negotiate so that you fully embrace Me as your one true owner.  So
open your mind to Me and let Me show you just how erotic powerlessness can be...

Reviews

Thursday, 21 October 2021 

An incredibly sexy fantasy AND reality for those ready to give it all to Domina Shelle!
This is a VERY VERY powerful and erotic session that had my heart beating out of my chest with adrenaline!
This is one of my new FAVORITE masterpieces of Domina Shelles!

Bubbles 

Thursday, 14 October 2021 

What A masterpiece of Domina Shelle. I really loved it but the decision is one with probably big consequences but I trust Domina to do
the thing that's best for me

mars 

Thursday, 12 August 2021 

Wow that's about all i can say about this file. Wow. This was a mega deep trance. i was completely gone, just not there and Owned. In
the description Domina wrote, NAKED in front of Me, powerless to resist and mentally bound to accept My every suggestion.... This was
so true. i agreed with everything Domina said to me. i recited Her words, word for word. i feel so obligated to follow through with
everything She asked for. This is submission and a transfer of power at its finest. I trust my Domina. i believe in my Domina. Now what?
LOL Oh and in closing. The best words in the whole file Your weak fucked up mind. LOL I laughed and Domina even laughed when She
said that. i just loved it.

Slippery 

Saturday, 22 February 2020 

Such a complete act of submission is delicious. The temptation grows with each listen. If i were on my own, i would have fallen long ago.
Unfortunately, too risky for a family man. Not a decision i can make for them... Still, i revisit this file from time to time - just for the rush.

Fred Starkey 
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Thursday, 22 August 2019 

Do you trust your Domina? This file will help you answer that question in no uncertain terms. In a sea of masterpieces produced by
Domina, this one stands out as my favourite. I will endeavour to listen to it until I feel I can finally take the next step. Listen with caution
as this will push your hard limits to the max. 

Ross Arshad 

Sunday, 10 February 2019 

I am here because of my own choosing or is it my divine calling?
The words I hear are that of a siren, captivating my heart and enslaving my mind.
I accept this path and being lead by the most beautiful Mistress Queen controlling my head.
Come along to if you will, as your will starts a journey of lust, passion and erotic fantasy.
I have given my soul to Powerful Women in return for a life worth living!

Roland 

Sunday, 20 January 2019 

i feel the act of transferring power more pleasurable than not having it anymore. This file is about the power of information and the
transfer of it. I felt its danger once it was in my head: The more i listen the more i struggle. Crushed between the powerful push of
Domina's suggestions and my own hard limits i cannot think of anything else! I did not know before how stimulating FEAR can be.
Luckily there is a backdoor at the end - so listen for the pure fantasy-pleasure is possible: 100% recommended for careful listeners..  

nadette  

Saturday, 05 January 2019 

An excellent file as always. This file will push you further than you thought you would ever go. A very sexy file.

nicholas gothard 

Friday, 04 January 2019 

Incredibly powerful recording that will push your hard limits. Very intense experience!

Jason Tanner 

Friday, 04 January 2019 

So powerful, intimidating, scary even. But also so irresistible sexy. Domina Shelle rarely makes files like this, so this is a rare find that
makes listening this even more powerful experience.

Toni Mäkelä 

Monday, 31 December 2018 

A very deep hypnosis that will push your hard limits and give absolutely all control of your life to Domina Shelle OR become a very hot
erotic fantasy for you ... Domina is very generous to let the listener decide his own fate.

sissy slave andrea 

Sunday, 30 December 2018 

This is probably the most extreme file I’ve ever listened to by my beloved Domina Shelle, and I’ve listened to a lot of them. Almost all of
them, actually. And I find that I am completely enthralled by this file, and seriously considering doing the things She warned She would
make me do in the highly appropriate warning. This file is most definitely NOT for beginning slaves. I imagine this step will eventually be
required of all Her slaves if they wish to be truly controlled and owned, though it is not an easy step to make. This file pushed my hard
limits HARD. I have listened twice now and have plans to listen many more times. I love Domina Shelle, I live to please and serve
Domina Shelle. I am Domina Shelle’s submissive, hypnotized, obedient slave. I love what She has done to me whilst also being terrified
of where She’s taking me.

Geoffrey North 

Sunday, 30 December 2018 
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This is an incredible experience, a very powerful session. It’s not a beginner file. You should be familiar with Domina’s style of induction
and triggers. It will make your experience much more intense. Read the warning, it’s there for a reason. 
Now if you’ll excuse me I need to put on my headphones and click play.

jim whitted 

Sunday, 30 December 2018 

Mind-blowingly awesome. Contender for Domina's best file of the year! If you're already familiar with Domina, and you find the thought of
hypnotic control enjoyable - you NEED to get this file.
If you're new to Domina, you might want to start off with a different session first; the induction uses her existing triggers heavily.

Slave John 

Sunday, 30 December 2018 

This is a serious file for Domina's devotees. She warned you. I know what i must do, but need to listen a few more times.

Kent Schnaith 
More reviews 
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